
SSS: Erik's Errors in Ice Extent and Sea Levels  

From: Brady Caldwell (braedie@hotmail.com)

Sent: Sunday, December 05, 2010 2:39:03 PM

To: Brady Caldwell (braedie@hotmail.com)

 

Subject: Erik's Errors in Ice Extent and Sea Levels 

Date: Sun, 24 Oct 2010 21:53:27 +0000 

 

Hi there XXXX and XXXX, 

� 

Erik�has made a number of mistakes of fact and�logic�in his email�that I will list below.�Please note that my extensive criticisms are not of Erik-the-person (he seems like a nice 

enough fellow from his photo) but of Erik's arguments in support of the theory of catastrophic man made global�warming. 

� 

------------------------------------------------------------------�� 

� 

E1 (Erik's 1st paragraph)� 

 

In my�original criticism of Levande Lådan's "Melting Polar Ice" experiment, �I gave 3 examples�arguing against�claims of melting arctic�ice in a) short term b) medium term and 

c) long term. Erik has chosen to ignore�b) and c) and then assumes the whole argument rests on a) ... ???�This is called the Straw Man argumental fallacy and is commonly used 

in support of catastrophic climate science. Erik then goes on to use short term data to support his argument: "... är fortfarande mindre än 2006".  

� 

Even using Eriks "than 2006" graph you can see how much the ice is influenced by wind and ocean currents by looking at the red wiggle (ice being quickly dispersed and then 

compacted) at the bottom of this years�Arctic Ice minimum.�Thank you Erik for ageeing that this is correct.� 

 
http://www.ijis.iarc.uaf.edu/seaice/extent/AMSRE_Sea_Ice_Extent_L.png 

� 

Erik then proceeds to use�a graph to support his case:  

http://nsidc.org/data/seaice_index/images/n_plot_hires.png 

This is the famous Mark Serreze “death spiral” graph�... which has�"difficulties": 

 

Here is a quick potted history�of Mark Sereze's�changes of mind on his "death spiral" data 

http://nofrakkingconsensus.blogspot.com/2010/06/scientists-science-journalists-please.html 

http://tomnelson.blogspot.com/2010/09/reality-denier-after-arctic-sea-ice.html 

However, a critical thinker might�ask:��"It looks like a “death spiral” to paraphrase Dr. Mark Serreze, but it is only 30 years of data, so who’s to say it isn’t part of a longer cycle? "� 

Here Erik would do well to use some critical thinking as he neglects to consider putting it in the context of the ENSO and has used a too short a trend time for his data�... 

again. 

� 
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� 

"... Arctic sea ice has declined in conjunction with the warm ENSO cycle since the late 1970s. We know from NSIDC (National Snow And Ice Data Center) data that 

most of the older multi-year ice was lost between 1988 and 1996, during a particularly warm period in the Pacific Ocean."� See�the graph on page 10 of : 

http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/to_a_geologist_the_past_is_key_to_the_future.pdf 

� 

Another of Erik's�mistakes in E1 is "aldrig förr" (another common catastrophic global warming phrase). Never say never ...�especially when there are historical records (before 

the�short�31 year old satellite measurements) like ships logs: � 

 
� 

 

http://noconsensus.wordpress.com/2009/06/16/historic-variation-in-arctic-ice-tony-b/ 

"“The following is a modern day reconstruction of sea ice around Newfoundland from 1810 to 2000 demonstrating the huge variability (which compares with 

modern times) and perhaps illustrates the 60/70 year arctic oscillation amongst other cycles." 

� 

�and�... photographs of submarines surfacing at an ice free north pole in 1959 and 1962: 

 

 
 

 

�Figure 4. Skate (SSN-578), surfaced at the North Pole, 17 March 1959. US Navy photo courtesy of tripod.com. 

�This image is from NavSource Online: Submarine Photo Archive  
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�Figure 5. Seadragon�(SSN-584), foreground, and her sister Skate (SSN-578) during a rendezvous at the North Pole in August 1962. Note the men on the ice beyond the 

submarines. USN photo from The American Submarine, by Norman Polmar.  

This image is from NavSource Online: Submarine Photo Archive  

� 

And a final obvious point of controversy in E1 is the "Worse-Than-We-Thought" meme: "gå avsmältningen till och med snabbare än vad IPCC räknade". Firstly this is the 

Argumental Fallacy from Authority or: name an organisation not the evidence. Secondly, the evidence behind the IPCC's authority has been shown to�be atrocious (even 

Pachauri, the IPCC chairman, is now being pressured to resign)�yes: atrocious�... that seems the right word. 

 

Sea Level in IPCC: "Far Worse" than the Himalaya Glacier Error 
http://rogerpielkejr.blogspot.com/2009/06/systematic-misrepresentation-of-science.html 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/environment/climatechange/7971780/Climate-change-predictions-must-be-based-on-evidence-report-on-IPCC-says.html 

etc. etc.� 

���� 

E2 

� 

Erik's second paragraph is speculation on his part. Though it might be noted that his ideas seem to disregard the case that there might be less extreme weather in the future 

or that any warming is just a continual natural effect of coming out of the end of the Little Ice Age�from 1850. Why just this one sided speculation?� 

� 

E3  

� 

Erik says: " I FNs klimatpanels 4:e rapport kan man läsa att Antarktis kommer fortfarande att vara så kallt att det just nu inte�verker som en större avsmältning kommer att ske 

här". 

� 

However if you look at the IPCC 2007: Summary For Policy Makers it says the opposite: 

� 

 

� Mountain glaciers and snow cover have declined on average in both hemispheres. Widespread decreases in glaciers and ice caps have contributed to sea level rise (ice 

caps do not include contributions from the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets). (See Table SPM.1.) {4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 5.5} 

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/spmsspm-direct-observations.html 

� 

In�English, the IPCC certainly DO imply�here that Antarctic icecaps, icesheets�and floating ice�have been melting a lot and�this specific form melting is measurable and will 

continue that way.�As has been said many times before: "There is no evidence to support this [IPCC] statement"�.�� 

� 

E4 

� 

Here Erik engages in speculation again: "Om isarna på land smälter helt ... " which is in the catagory "If mountains could fly ... " since it is widely know that both Greenland and 

Antarctica have not melted over many interglacials and back many millions of years. It is�precisely this fantasy full speculation that is in the "Smältande Polarisar" experiment 

that started this conversation in the first�place. Erik seems to have lost his way in�this criticism.� 

� 

Erik goes on: "Vid ett varmare�klimat ..." warming to his�theme of melting�continental icesheets ...�and�now thermal expansion is thrown in too, as a consequence of global 

warming. Again the data don't support Erik.  

"The following figure shows global cumulative sea level change for 1900 to 2002 [http://www.wamis.org/agm/meetings/rsama08/S304-Shum_Global_Sea_Level_Rise.pdf]. 

Since according to the IPCC, CO2-based warming has apparently only shown up since the 1970s, all of this sea level rise since prior to 1970 cannot be caused by anthropogenic 

CO2, and yet the trend has not increased. " 

� 

 
� 

Indeed it can has already been shown�where his manipulated sea level rises come from: 

"Acceleration has been caused by selective trend calculation (i.e. cherry-picking). The following figure compares (left) the above sea level data (1.6 mm/yr) with (right) more 

recently reported rate of 3.1 mm/yr. By using a start year of 1993 – at the bottom of a dip in the trend, a spurious calculation of 3.1 is obtained. In reality the recent data is in 

line with the long-term trend – the “acceleration” is artificial." 

� 
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http://www.appinsys.com/globalwarming/Acceleration.htm 

 

� 

E5 

� 

Erik supplies a reference to support�the case for dramatically rising sea levels: 

http://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/downloads/CSIRO_GMSL_figure.pdf 

� 

Which relies on this type of Church, Hunter, White paper for its results: 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6VF0-4K6CPTC-

1&_user=10&_rdoc=1&_fmt=&_orig=search&_sort=d&view=c&_acct=C000050221&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=10&md5=5919d49e5d02d69d8c4d0a8b5957a61e 

� 

His reference seems to be yet another case of supporting a�graph (with a nice looking stong black dotted downward pointing�line) without first checking the data on which it is 

based.� 

� 

If you go back to his original page ... 

http://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/index.html 

� 

... then click just below�on the "About the Project" then "Introduction" you come to this: 

http://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/sl_about_intro.html 

� 

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and see the sort of tide gauge data that Erik's graph based upon and that which the satellite data�in�his figure�is adjusted to. Amazing! 

� 

 
� 

As you can imagine there has been vocal criticism of this adjusting incident from many sea level experts around the world, for example:�� 

� 

"The idea that a dock (or piling)� is a long term stable measurement platform is simply ludicrous. Piles sink, structures decay, boats whack them, pounding wave action loosens 

their grip. One feature missing from all these old style tide gauges is any way to reference the long term level of the gauge itself. In the era of GPS we can start doing this, but in 

the years past, how much is from simple sinking of the pilings over time? When you are looking for millimeters per year, such things become significant." 

http://wattsupwiththat.com/2009/03/19/despite-popular-opinion-and-calls-to-action-the-maldives-is-not-being-overrun-by-sea-level-rise/� 

 

Here are 3 famous sea level experts commenting on the huge problems with Erik's graph:� 

� 

Firstly: Nils-Axel Mörner  

��������� The paper by Church et al. represent desk-work at the computers. Tide gauges have to be treated with care. There are pitfalls both with respect to stability 

(compaction, etc) and cyclic patterns (disqualifying regressionline approaches). Our Mildives story is based on multiple criteria: off-shore, on-shore, lagoonal, back-shore, 

swamp environment. Ditailed morphology (in different environmental settings) is combined with stratigraphy and biological index + numerous C14-dates. Also, our team of 

researchers is very strong. 

Later Dr. Vincent Gray: 

Have you heard of the Australian study on 12 Pacific islands, some of them mentioned by Church? They used much more�reliable equipment than the others. 

They claimed an upward trend but this was done by the dishonest use of a linear regression which made use of the temporary depression on all the records 

caused by the 1988 hurricane. If you look at the actual records in their report�(attached) and ignore this temporary event�you will find that there was no change 

for the last sixteen years. The�website of the Australian Bureau of meteorology has�individual and summarizing reports on this project at  

http://www.bom.gov.au/pacificsealevel/ 

Finally Don Easterbrook : 

The Geology speaks for itself! As Morner points out, Church,, White, and Hunter applied a number of regional ‘corrections’ to the basic tide gauge record 
and calculated averages of a large region to arrive at their conclusion that sea level was rising in the Maldives.�So it boils down to this: Who would you 

rather believe? People doing studies on-site and gathering photographic evidence that shows clear geologic actions of lowered sea levels on the islands, or 
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somebody sitting in an office analyzing and doing regressions on tide gauge data when they’ve never even done and checking on the quality control of 

the gauges themselves?  

� 

Here’s one from Tasmania from this CSIRO report: 

 

The tide gauge and GPS installation at Burnie (NW Tasmania). The tide gauge has been 

running since 1992 and has been used for absolute calibration studies on the 

TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1 satellite altimeters 

"I’m sure that old algae covered dock is stable enough to use for “calibration”. Surely no possibility of shifting, or sinking there." 

� 

E6 

� 

Here again Erik quotes his favourite source the IPCC claiming its predictions are "optimistic"/"conservative" because they left out the ice and so again�the Its-Worse-Than-We-

Thought meme. However Erik does not realise that he is being played by politics here and not playing science. I gave a reference�above�that Erik�would do well to dig into: 

http://rogerpielkejr.blogspot.com/2010/03/sea-level-in-ipcc-far-worse-than.html 

� 

Here the first comment on that post by Richard�Tol, an IPCC author, and current ardent reformer of the IPCC process:  

� 

Richard Tol said...  

Rahmstorf does not give the whole story. 

 

They had to choose between (1) leaving ice out (knowing that this would lead to an underestimate of the risk) or (2) putting it in (knowing that there was a recent paper 

with a crazy number that would dominate the assessment). 

 

Option 3 (quality-weighting a complex literature) would have been too controversial. 

 

It is an interesting case. The IPCC preferred not to mention it rather than note that Science had just published alarmist nonsense.��� 

So the IPCC 2007�could have a) done a quality�job incorporating the huge uncertainties b) just include many of the obviously extreme papers published in reputable journals� 

or c) leave out the ice. They chose the politically easiest option leading to Erik's belief in�his Worse-Than-We-Thought error. � 

� 

Erik�then ends with "Att majoriteten of Antarctic is ligger på en landmassa är svårt at bestrida".�The whole point of my objection to the�Experiment Häftet�sentence "Sydpolens 

ice ligger på land" was that it�claimed/implied that�ALL South Polar ice is on land, an obvious mistake.�Erik inserted "majoriteten" himself. Hmm ...�another example of the 

Straw�Man argumental fallacy.�� 

� 

E7 

� 

Erik writes "d)-e)�se a)". One wonders which his factual errors or argumental fallies in "a)" he is refering to, to support his case ... ??? Once again he uses his IPCC 2007� 

Argumental Fallacy from Authority by not leaving a link or quoting evidence. Just because the IPCC doesn't have any answer that doesn't mean that other peer reviewed 

studies are ruled out.� 

� 

� 

E8� 

� 

Here Erik again harkens back to his E4 thermal expansion theme. And then the speculation starts in again. His statement "... om vi stoppar uppvärmning inom några�år" is�a 

common example of the amazing audacity ... extreme hubis it has been called ... that climate scientists can control the Earth's temperature, akin to King Knut trying to stop the 

tides by royal command. Here he assumes�his premises to be true: that CAGW theory is correct and that he has proved it with facts. Another argumental fallacy. And then goes 

on to make predictions "så kommer den ..." about 100 years in the future. Hmmm  

� 

E9  

� 

"Om isbjörnarna kan jag inte uttala mig" ... this seems strange given that Erik, at the beginning of his reply, began with "Jag är ingen expert på polarisarna men ..." and then 

proceeded to give his judgement, for over a page, filled with questionable facts and many argumental fallacies. The idea that one should not question experts in a field if one 

is not an expert in that field goes counter to the scientific endevour ... and is another�version of the Argumental Fallacy from Authority, which plagues climate science today.�So 

I fully support Erik giving his arguments for ice extent and sea level (though they are fallacious) and wonder why he stopped so soon when evidence of Polar Bears dying 

would support his case. 

� 

A good reason to stop supporting the Polar-Bear-Extinction meme, apart from the many�I gave in my previous email, is that there are many impending challenges even to 

the�US governments 2008 "endangered" ruling.� 

1 

" ... legal challenges have lingered in the courts for two years and probably will be delayed at least several more months. Hopper's group has filed a separate challenge to the polar 

bear listing, calling the bear a "thriving species" that now numbers about 25,000 from Alaska to Greenland, the highest total in history. The bear's threatened status is due mainly 

to projections about declining Arctic sea ice, rather than a current decline in bear populations, Hopper said." 

�http://www.google.com/hostednews/canadianpress/article/ALeqM5jJovy2bd9p-4GNAuR14no0110Rew?docId=4894016� 

� 
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��  

� 

Here is a worried penguin stranded on the same�ice floe as the photoshopped polar bear image (minus the "save me" bear) that Science journal had to take down after 

worldwide complaints. Similar to the SOS Polar�Bear on the�back of�my Experiment Häftet. This is the depths to which politicized climate science has sunk and the theory that 

Erik supports. Hmm ....�� 

� 

Erik should really just try to walk�down his corridor and talk to David Gee or�someone else�with opposing views, then look at the quality of the evidence presented. His 

continual "faith" in the very discredited 2007 IPCC report is disconcerting coming from a scientist. Group Think is something that we should all try to avoid. This authoritarian 

tone presented by Erik, the IPCC and other science organisations is causing big debates in The Media, for example: 

� 

� 

 
http://www.american.com/archive/2010/july/science-turns-authoritarian 

"But along the way, an assortment of publicity-seeking, and often socially activist, scientists stopped saying, “Here are our findings. Read it and believe.” Instead, activist scientists 

such as NASA’s James Hansen, heads of quasi-scientific governmental organizations such as the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, editors of major scientific 

journals, and heads of the various national scientific academies are more inclined to say, “Here are our findings, and those findings say that you must change your life in this way, 

that way, or the other way.”  

� 

Contributing to people and potential students�turning away from science is not something, I think,�that TekNat should support. 

� 

If Erik thinks me too harsh then please ask him to check with at least some of these professors below who share my views:  

 

Professor Göran Einarsson, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan 

Professor Lars G. Franzén, Göteborgs Universitet 

Professor David G. Gee, Uppsala Universitet 

Professor Krister Holmberg, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 

Professor Bo Jönsson, Lunds Universitet 

Professor Sten Kaijser, Uppsala Universitet 

Professor Wibjörn Karlén, Uppsala Universitet 

Professor Jan-Olov Liljenzin, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 

Professor Torbjörn Norin, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan 

Professor Magnus Nydén, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 

Professor Göran Petersson, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 

Professor CG. Ribbing, Uppsala Universitet 

Professor Anders Stigebrandt, Göteborgs Universitet 

Professor Peter Stilbs, Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan 

Professor Anders Ulfvarson, Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 

Professor Gösta Walin, Göteborgs Universitet 

Docent Tage Andersson, fd SMHI 

Docent Sven G Gustafsson, fs Ericsson Radar 

Docent Olov Einarsson, fd ABB 

Docent Thomas Hellström, Lunds Tekniska Högskola 

http://www.theclimatescam.se/2008/12/17/uppropet-ingen-vagar-publicera/ 

http://www.33igc.org/coco/EntryPage.aspx?guid=1&PageID=5100&ContainerID=11823&ObjectID=12520�(see David Gee from 46:46) 

� 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

� 
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This discussion was started when a booklet was left at our school that had questionable science in it. Another teacher then drew my attention to the alarmist parts. After 

reading my criticisms you should understand why I inform you that I will not be giving out your Experimet Häftet to my students. Simply put, with the climate alarmism�of the 

Smältande Polarisar experiment and the�red flagged S.O.S Polar Bear prominent on the back cover, this booklet is not�"på vetenskaplig nivå".�  

� 

I hope that the panel of researchers at the University Hall will answer the children's questions with a detached objective stance and not inject their own personal morals or 

private causes into the science of their replies. 

 

Best regards, 

� 

Brady� 

� 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Brady Caldwell skrev 2010-10-19 11:50:  

Hi�there XXXX, 

� 

We look�forward to seeing you here on Thursay 21 October at 12:30 to inspire�our students�about the wonders of Science. 

� 

I received the box of Science experiment booklets� ("Experiment häftet på vetenskaplig nivå") that you left at our school. Unfortunately, I am concerned with the 

lack of scientific rigor presented on page 6, page 18 and page 20 (back page). When explaining science to 12 year old children,�I�try to ensure�that only the latest 

facts are presented, devoid of political, religious or other ideologies. These facts should then be linked logically, using the Scientific Method, and absent of any 

argumental fallacies. 

� 

My concerns are as follows: 

� 

Page�6 : Smältande Polarisar 
a) "Global Warming is making the ice at the North Pole and South Pole melt" 

Even at a simplified level, the facts do not support this statement: 

Firstly here is a comparison showing ice increasing over the North Pole.  

Here you can notice arctic sea ice extent from today compared to this time in 2007. 

http://home.comcast.net/~ewerme/wuwt/cryo_compare.jpg 

� 

also ... 

FOR THE ARCTIC: 

"The winds causing this trend in ice reduction were set up by an unusual pattern of atmospheric pressure that began at the beginning of this century," 

Nghiem said 

http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/quikscat-20071001.html 

or on a� more popular level in 2010: 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/mar/22/wind-sea-ice-loss-arctic 
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�  

http://wattsupwiththat.com/2010/03/22/the-guardian-sees-the-light-on-wind-driven-arctic-ice-loss/ 

"western Arctic sea ice extent at the end of the 20th century was more extensive than most of the past 9000 years" 

http://bprc.osu.edu/geo/publications/mckay_etal_CJES_08.pdf 

� 

FOR THE ANTARCTIC: 

http://climateresearchnews.com/2008/10/winds-are-dominant-cause-of-greenland-and-west-antarctic-ice-sheet-losses/ 

 

 
http://www.worldclimatereport.com/index.php/2010/02/16/another-ipcc-error-antarctic-sea-ice-increase-underestimated-by-50/ 

� 

 

b) "If the�ice completely melts then�sea levels over the whole earth�will rise" 

Latest science does not support ice on Greenland and Antarctica (currently increasing)�melting completely for thousands of years, if at all. 

"a new study has concluded that Greenland's rate of melting is not accelerating, and in fact may actually be decreasing when viewed over a longer 
timescale. The study, which used 17 years of satellite measurements to reach its conclusions, determined the overall yearly movement of ice to the sea 
is not increasing, and is actually decreasing in some places."  
"It’s melting far too slowly. At its current rate, Greenland will take thousands of years to significantly affect sea level." 

http://www.dailytech.com/So+Much+For+Flooded+Cities+Greenland+Ice+Loss+Not+Increasing/article12277.htm 

� 

Also any small melt today is dwafted by natural expansion of sea water from 1850, after the Little Ice Age : 

 

See, for example,��also studies of South Pacific Island sea level changes show little sea level rise 

http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/originals/southpacific.pdf 

� 
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� 

�c) "South Polar ice lies on�land" 

This is not telling the truth. The only part of Antarctica that could melt, is the West Antarctic�Ice Sheet, lies mostly�over the sea. 

The East Antarctic Ice sheet (containing 90% of all Antarctic ice) is�increasing and is landlocked by mountain ranges: 

� 

� 

Page 18: Varför då? - Smältande Polarisarna� 
d) "This model is a minature of the South Pole": 

Antarctica is cooling and has�ice accumulating on the continent (see the cooling blue section of this famous�NASA map): 

 
� 

http://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/antarctic_temps_avh1982-2004.jpg 

�.. and has more sea ice every winter: 

� 

� 
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� 

http://arctic.atmos.uiuc.edu/cryosphere/IMAGES/seaice.anomaly.antarctic.png 

� 

���� 

e) "The same thing happens at the South Pole": 

�The western Antarctic is underlined by a system of volcanoes, which contribute to ice loss there,�NOT melting�from the atmosphere above 

http://www.c3headlines.com/2010/05/antarctica-its-not-melting-temperature-increase-is-zilch-theres-no-co2-impact.html 

� 

 

� 

http://wattsupwiththat.com/2008/01/22/surprise-theres-an-active-volcano-under-antarctic-ice/ 

� 

f) "...�it is melting ice at the South�Pole that influences sea level most of all." 

Again,�it is the expansion of sea water with temperature (natural warming after the end of�The Little Ice Age in 1850)�that contibutes�most of all to the world 

oceans sea level rise.�Melt from the Western Antarctic Ice sheet, mostly on or under water is/will contribute very little.� 

� 

� 

Page 20 (back page):� S.O.S polar bear cartoon 

g)� The scared polar bear waving a red flag appearing in danger: 

�This seems to a conclusion meant to be drawn from the "Melting Polar Ice" experiment.  

However this conclusion is NOT based on�logic, that is, the premise that melting ice leads to dying polar bears is fallacious. 

There�is a lack of evidence that this premise is true.  

� 

The local evidence concludes the opposite:�� 

http://www.kansascity.com/2010/10/12/2305368/churchill-polar-bear-season-promises.html#ixzz12U1wzO1a 

�http://www.cbc.ca/canada/north/story/2010/05/28/nunavut-polar-bear-status.html?ref=rss 

 

... or for more scientific rigor:� 

"Dr Mitchell Taylor has been researching the status and management of polar bears in Canada and around the Arctic Circle for 30 years, as both an academic and 
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a government employee. More than once since 2006 he has made headlines by insisting that polar bear numbers, far from decreasing, are much higher than they 

were 30 years ago. Of the 19 different bear populations, almost all are increasing or at optimum levels, only two have for local reasons modestly declined." 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/christopherbooker/5664069/Polar-bear-expert-barred-by-global-warmists.html 

Polar Bears are not dying out, say scientists in book on popular 'scare stories' 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/5599916/Polar-Bears-are-not-dying-out-say-scientists-in-book-on-popular-scare-stories.html 

Talbot says the evidence of a polar bear from 130,000 years ago shows that the creatures somehow survived conditions warmer than they face today. 

'This is verifying that the polar bear lived through at least one warming period,' Talbot says. 'The Eemian was a very hot period, and polar bears survived 

it,' she says. 

http://www.thesewardphoenixlog.com/article/1027polar_bears_of_the_past_survived_warmth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You might like�to read this famous scientific debate, that occured recently�in Spring 2010, which forced Science�journal to take down its stranded polar bear 

image (above).  

http://rogerpielkejr.blogspot.com/2010/05/revkin-gleick-and-olson-on-gang-who.html 

"The general lesson here should be that no matter the virtues of the "cause" it does not justify cutting corners or fudging the facts. When errors are found, the proper 

response is not to shoot the messenger or ask people to ignore mistakes in the context of larger truths, but rather, to just get things right." 

This debate was a beautiful example of politicized science at it's best :-) 

� 

These are but a few selected items�from a large list of papers, scientists�(I can forward contact names of professors, if you like),�independent organisations and 

science academies �that disagree with the points, that�I have mentioned above, that are in your booklet. 

� 

I look forward to your thoughts on these points when we meet on Thursday. 

� 

Best regards, 

� 

Brady 
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